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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC (100-2036) DATE: 12/6/63

FROM : SA BRUCE G. ERICKSON

SUBJECT: SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY; IS - SWP

On 11/30/63 PH 286-S advised there had been no
meetings of functions of the SWP for the past three weeks.
He had been informed by JUNE CAREY that she and NEIL
MILLER met with the Wohlfirth Minority Group in New York
City on 11/16/63. She saw TIM WOHLFORTH and JACK ARNOLD
and others. They were planning a defense for the Robertson
Minority, who, according to CAREY, are to be expelled from
the Party. She stayed with a family whose name sounded
like "ELEC," and whose home was in Queens.

The insurance suit that JUNE CAREY's son, JOE,
is involved in has come to a settlement of approximately
$4,300, of which the attorney will take a third. The court
has demanded that most of it be placed in trust for JOE,
and CAREY is wild because she can't get her hands on the
money. Informant stated she is generally nuts, but this
has made her really wild.

5 - New York (R.M.)
1 - 100-4013 (SWP)
1 - (JACK ARNOLD)
1 - (ROBERTSON MINORITY)
1 - (TIM WOHLFORTH)
1 - ("ELEC") (ph)

7 - Philadelphia
1 - 100-2036 (SWP)
1 - 100-32119 (JUNE CAREY)
1 - 100-46334 (BILL HATHAWAY)
1 - 100-44521 (JAIL HATHAWAY)
1 - 100-43779 (NEIL MILLER)
1 - 157-916 (ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY)
1 - 134-96 Sub A (PH 286-S)